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Who Knows How New Your “New” Listing Really Is? 

 
A concern for MLSs, MLS Participants, their clients, customers, and consumers involves “new 
listings”.  What’s really “new”?  And, just as important, what’s a “listing”?  REALTORS® who 
use these terms on a daily basis may say “everyone knows what a new listing is”. But do they 
really?   
 
Words may not be your life, but they can be  critical to your livelihood.  Words, what we think 
they mean, and how they’re understood by buyers and sellers, can determine whether the things 
you say, and the representations you make, actually present the true picture required by Article 
12 of the REALTORS® Code of Ethics.   
 
To start simply, let’s take REALTOR® A  who just bought her soon-to-be off-to-college son a 
“like new” previously-owned car. While it may still have that “new car” smell, compared with 
cars sitting in the dealer’s showroom her son’s new car is “used”.  To her son, though, mom’s 
unexpected gift is his “new car”.  So, which is it? Did REALTOR® A buy a “used” car for her 
son? Or, is it Junior’s “new” car?  Or, just to make things more complicated, is it a “new used” 
car?  Perhaps it’s a good thing we don’t have to decide - since the Code of Ethics doesn’t apply 
to the car. 
 
Let’s consider a situation where the Code applies. When REALTOR® A says she has a listing, 
real estate professionals know exactly what she’s talking about. She’s got a house, or to be more 
precise, she’s got improved real property she’s trying to sell. Or, is she actually saying she’s 
entered into an exclusive contract to market the property for sale on the seller’s behalf?   Which 
is it?  What’s the “listing”? The house? Or the listing agreement with the seller? Is the “listing” 
the “listing agreement” or the “listed property”? The truth is REALTOR® A is probably 
referring to both the real property and to her listing contract with the seller when she talks about 
her “listing”. And most real estate professionals realize “listing” is often used somewhat 
expansively to refer to both. Don’t they?  
 
But what about consumers who may be unfamiliar with the vocabulary of real estate 
professionals? What do they think when they hear “listing”?  In most cases they’ll probably think 
“house” or, to be even more specific, a house for sale.  Does “listing” cause them to ponder 
whether the broker’s contract with the seller is exclusive right to sell or exclusive agency? Or an 
open listing?  Probably not. They’re thinking “houses” - houses they want to see - and houses 
they want to buy. So there’s a potential disconnect between real estate professionals for whom 
“listing” means both real property and contracts to sell real property, and buyers (aka consumers) 
who think “house” when they hear ”listing”.  
 
Let’s consider “new listings”. Generally when a real estate professional says “I have a new 
listing”, she’s referring to a particular piece of real property (and, most often, one with a house 
sitting on it) that’s subject to a recently-entered listing agreement. In our broker’s mind “listing” 
means house and contract. But to buyers, “new listing” likely suggests a house that’s just come 
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onto the market. So there’s potential for real estate professionals - and the clients and customers 
they serve - to use and understand the same words in different ways - to mean different things.  
That can result in confusion and misunderstanding. And confusion and misunderstanding can 
mean trouble.  
 
The Code of Ethics tells REALTORS® they must be “honest and truthful in their real estate 
communications” and that they’ll “present a true picture in their advertising, marketing, and 
other representations”. That means buyers and sellers - consumers - not just other real estate 
professionals, must readily and clearly understand what REALTORS®  say and write when they 
market, advertise and communicate information about real estate. The “true picture” 
REALTORS® must present is the picture consumers see.  
 
So what does this have to do with “listings” and “new listings”?   
 
In many MLSs, each time a listing agreement is entered into between a seller and an MLS 
participant, and is loaded into the MLS’s database of current listings, the database views it as a 
new contractual agreement. That’s logical, since the agreement is technically a new contract, 
even if it replaces a previous contract that was similar or even identical except for the effective 
dates. In some cases when a seller and listing broker agree to continue their relationship beyond 
the life of their original listing agreement, that’s accomplished through an extension agreed to 
before the original agreement expires. If an extension isn’t agreed to, and isn’t entered into MLS, 
prior to expiration of the original agreement, many MLSs require that a new listing agreement be 
entered into by the seller and the listing broker, and that contract be treated as a new listing. That 
often requires payment of a new input fee and assignment of a new MLS number. In the past, 
that didn’t cause much concern. In the last few years, though, some MLS participants have taken 
advantage of MLS rules and policies, in ways not intended or envisioned by MLSs, to draw extra 
attention to properties listed with them. In some cases, at the outset of their relationship, sellers 
and listing brokers have entered into a series of sequential listing agreements, at times as short as 
a week apiece, to be entered into the MLS one after the other, as each preceding contract expires. 
This technique causes properties to appear in the MLS as “new” listings over and over again. In 
some instances, software programs used by participants and subscribers use MLS-provided 
information to identify new listings and automatically  send information about “new” listings to 
buyer-clients. Triggered by the “next” contract being entered into the MLS, it’s possible for a 
buyer to be presented with information about the same property - week after week - each time 
presented as a “new listing”. While the listing contract is technically “new”, the relationship 
between the seller and the listing broker is ongoing and continuous, and the listed property - in 
the eyes of reasonable consumers, is certainly not “new” to the market. While technically 
consistent with MLS rules, this technique results in an arguably less-than-true picture to 
consumers.  
  
A similar technique - consistent with MLSs’ rules – can also result in consumers seeing a less-
than-true picture. Here, rather than a series of very short listings, the seller and the listing broker 
agree to a “non-substantial” change, for example, a minor price reduction, and cancel the 
existing listing, enter into a new agreement, and that causes the property to appear in MLS as a 
“new” listing. That approach can be repeated as often as the listing broker and seller choose.  
Each time they do, the property reappears in MLS and shows up on potential buyers’ PCs as a 
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“new” listing, even though the property’s not new to the market - and the relationship between 
the seller and the listing broker isn’t new, either.  
 
Short of requiring that every listing be for a minimum duration - possibly 30 or 60 or 90 days 
(which MLSs can’t do since listing brokers are free to enter into any agreement with their seller-
clients that’s legal and ethical, and listings of short duration aren’t inherently unethical), what 
can MLSs do to ensure that potential buyers as well as other participants and subscribers aren’t 
misled (whether intentionally or inadvertently)? The answer can be found in technology, 
appropriate classification/labeling, listing histories, rules, or perhaps in “all of the above”.  
 
Many MLSs can track the marketing history (past and current) of individual properties. This can 
be as simple as a “days on market” or “cumulative days on market” field. Detailed listing 
histories can show when a property was listed, when the property was “off-market”, when 
listing(s) expired or were cancelled, when the property was listed again, and so on going back for 
a year or two (or more). These features enable participants, subscribers and their clients to have a 
realistic picture of the who, what, and when of properties they’re interested in.  
 
Given that consumers understand “new listing” as a property coming onto the market for the first 
time (or for the first time lately), MLSs can adopt classifications for listings of properties that 
have been on the market recently (e.g. the last 30-60 days) other than “new”. They can also use 
database technologies to prevent properties that have been subject to recent listing agreements 
from being transmitted to participants and subscribers (and from participants and subscribers to 
their clients and customers) as “new” listings.  “Back on market”, “price reduced”, “re-
introducing” “recently relisted” and other descriptive terminology can aptly and honestly 
describe the status of property (not just the underlying listing agreement) so consumers as well as 
savvy real estate professionals can readily understand “what’s what” is the key.  
 
None of the foregoing is intended to restrict vigorous, innovative or creative methods of drawing 
attention to clients’ property. There is no question but that Article 1 requires REALTORS® to 
promote their clients’ interests. But client advocacy and promotion of their property must be 
accomplished using methods that square with the Code’s other duties, including Article 12’s 
“true picture” mandate. In cases where literal adherence to MLS rules causes a potentially 
unethical result, REALTORS® should guide their actions on the Code of Ethics’ call to fairness, 
honor and integrity, as well as Article 12’s true picture mandate. Similarly, MLSs should 
examine their rules and technologies, and take steps to ensure information provided to 
participants and subscribers and through them to consumers is honest and accurate, not just 
technically correct. 
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